Pakistan Offers Taliban to Agree 'Unannounced Ceasefire': Report

KABUL - This comes a day after IEC announced the preliminary results of elections.

Taliban Leaders Have No Contact with Their Fighters: Minister

KARUL - The Taliban insurgent group has failed to advance in taking control of more geographical parts of the country this year, Afghan Interior Minister claimed on Monday.

US Quietly Reduces Troops by About 2,000 in Afghanistan

WASHINGTON - Gen. Austin Miller, the top U.S. commander in Afghanistan, Monday confirmed that the number of troops has dropped by 2,000 over the past year to roughly 12,000, reports The New York Times.

Airstrikes, Armed Clash Leave 9 Taliban Militants Dead or Wounded in Balkh and Faryab

BALKH - A series of airstrikes and armed clashes left at least 9 Taliban militants dead or wounded in northern Balkh and Faryab provinces.

US Quietly Reduces Troops by About 2,000 in Afghanistan

The United States has been quietly reducing its troop force in Afghanistan, even as talks between the Taliban and the US are stalled.

Pakistan Offers Taliban to Agree 'Unannounced Ceasefire': Report

The statement further added that the airstrikes killed 6 Taliban militants and destroyed one of their vehicles.

US Quietly Reduces Troops by About 2,000 in Afghanistan

The US government has signed off on the reduction, according to a senior Afghan official.

Taliban Leaders Have No Contact with Their Fighters: Minister

Meanwhile, the Afghan National Police Academy was renamed after late General Abdul Razeq, Interior Minister Massoud Andarabi said at the commemoration ceremony.

US Quietly Reduces Troops by About 2,000 in Afghanistan

The reductions or a timeline for it.

Airstrikes, Armed Clash Leave 9 Taliban Militants Dead or Wounded in Balkh and Faryab

The competition will kick off from 17th July and will continue until 16th of August.

Campaigns Support 'Delay in Timeline' for sake of Transparency

The Independent Election Commission (IEC) has failed to set the exact date for announcing the preliminary results of elections.

Afghanistan's Rashid Khan Becomes First Overseas Player to be Picked in 'The Hundred' Draft

KARUL - Afghan spin sensation Rashid Khan was the first player to be picked among overseas players in Sunday's inaugural 'The Hundred' draft.

KARUL - This comes a day after IEC apologized to Afghan people for being unable to announce the election results based on its pre-scheduled timeline.

Afghanistan's Rashid Khan Becomes First Overseas Player to be Picked in 'The Hundred' Draft

From the decade of the 1960s, it is argued that the delay is acceptable if it aims to bring more transparency.

Campaigns Support 'Delay in Timeline' for sake of Transparency

If it is not for a long-time we are not to bring more transparency.
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Ghani, Pentagon Chief Discuss War on Terror

PALACE in Kabul said Ghani met the Pentagon chief on Sunday afternoon.

It said the two sides discussed security issues in the country, the region and the world at large, the war in terror, financing and equipping the Afghan forces.

Ghani extended deep condolences on behalf of the US on the deadly bomb blast in the Hakma Mena district of eastern Nangarhar province.

The visiting American dignitary also commended the successful conduct of the presidential ballot on September 28. Ghani welcomed Esper and talked about efforts to banned administrative corruption and the measures.

SHARAR - More than a dozen Afghan schools have been reopened in the Khost and district of southeastern Pakhtika province, an official said on Monday.

Mohammad Nazim Wajid, an education department official, said, Pajhwok Afghan News around 27 schools in the district had been closed two decades ago due to insecurity and other issues.

He said at least 13 of the schools were reopened in the wake of mediation from tribal elders.

Around 3,040 students will study at the schools.

Esper also ongoing to reopen the remaining schools as well, and said the efforts were started with the support of Wajid. Norrell, a resident of the area, said: "Some people were also preventing efforts at reopening the schools. He was happy with the reopening of the 13 schools. He said willing people were sending...

ALP Family Which Lost 9 Members Needs Aid

GARDEZ - A family, which lost nine members to the war with Taliban militants, has been in an urgent need of assistance in Ahmadkoh district of southeastern Pakhtika province.

Women and orphaned children of the family have been currently living in Askari family area of Gardez, the provincial capital.

Gulab, who takes care of the family, told Pajhwok Afghan News that they led the entire family of women and children with his daily wages.

Gulab recalled he had formed an Afghan Local Police (ALP) force in the Ahmadkoh district and later he lost nine members of his family in conflicts with Taliban militants during the past four years.

He said there were nine widows and dozens of orphaned children in his family and he brought them food through daily labor.

"He said, "Each widow has to take seven children and taking care of such big family is difficult and hard."

He further said so far government or non-governmental organization had helped them.

He accused the labour, social affairs, martyrs and disabled department of withholding two years of salaries of such widows’ husbands.

He urged Taliban militants to de- clare a true lasting peace in the country as war only resulted in deaths.

He called on all the warning parties to meet such children and women and listened to their complaints and demands. "We know that war is the name of destruction and Taliban should announce peace," he added.

Khalidial, a widow, told Pajhwok she was suffering from mental illness since losing her husband to the ongoing conflict. She has five children.

She collected empty bottles and plastics and sold them to feed her family. "After my husband was martyred, I developed mental problem and now I am living with Galal, my husband’s cousin."

Another widow told Pajhwok that they left their area after Taliban militants started their activities and now she was living in Gardez with her family.

She said, "My husband was the only son of my father-in-law, but my father-in-law also died. I have no son but seven children. My husband was also disabled and we are living with his husband’s cousins.’’

Meanwhile,.....

Outlook Horoscope

Capricorn (Dec.21-Jan19)

You may reach for a large group tonight. Ask every- one to pitch in some money and you’ll be in for the fantastic matrix. Piece can create with just a small amount of effort on your part. Set the table with candles and add good music in the background.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb.18)

Oct 22, 2019 - Once you take the first piece of cake, the rest of the way will be a piece of cake. Before you know it, you’ll have eaten the entire cake. Share your time with others with very little sweat on your head. The one thing to watch out for is that you don’t run over anyone in your dash to the finish line.

Pisces (Feb-Mar30)

Oct 22, 2019 - You could feel a great deal of pressure from the people around you. Perhaps you’re being lured into the frenzy of activity. Don’t feel like you have to be on the leading line.
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Paktika: 13 Schools Reopen after 20 Years of Closure

SAR-I-PUL - Thirty-five criminal cases had been recorded in the first six months of the current year in northern Sar-I-Pul province, an official said on Monday.

Police spokesman Noor Ahza Faitz told Pajhwok Afghan News there was quadruple decrease in the last six months. At least 141 criminal cases had been regis-tered in the second half of last year.

He said the cases included 39 murder accidents, 15 rape, 10 police, one espionage, one death in a traffic accident and 45 other offenses.

Around 272 individuals had been detained in connection with the crimes.....
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What would bring the US and EU officials to Tripoli, Afghanistan?

By: Mohammad Zahir Akbari

In recent days, Kabul was hosting the US and EU top officials following a different approach to political conflict-resolution. According to analysis, the chances for reviving talks between the US and Taliban are boosted with the US and EU top officials’ trip to Afghanistan. In last 18 years, the EU had always a clearer position regarding peace and war of Afghanistan. They have had meaningful cooperation in regards to inspection and other political affairs of the country. In line to this, the EU Envoy to Afghanistan, Roland Kelber, expressed a clear and hopeful stance in regards to reunion of peace negotiation between the US and the Taliban. Kelber said that the resumption of talks between the US and Taliban should lead to a ceasefire and the start of intra-Afghan talks. "The EU would like to see the re-negotiation of the US-Islamabad talks and the start of negotiation between the government and the Taliban," said Kelber.

He added that all the gates that Afghanistan has made in the past years should be protected. If the government was like the Islamic Emirate when these rights were not protected, it would be a very difficult for Europeans to help the reconciliation, to provide development and to give access to the humanitarian market. The EU diplomacy also called on the Afghan Presidential candidates to contribute to the transparency of the election process and avoid any moves that could create problems on the election results. "We also understand that the election process is always political and that it can create a lot of tension, a lot of difficulties – we also believe that the peace and the elections are not complete and they do not oppose each other," defined Kelber.

The EU Envoy trip to Afghanistan was almost simultaneous with the announcement of the US and EU mission of Defense, Marine Corps, and Air Force. Seemingly, the main purpose of his announcement was to visit Kabul was to talk to the US military officials and discuss issues related to Afghanistan. According to the Presidential Spokesman, Sadq Sediqi, President Ashraf Ghani had a meeting with Esper where they discussed the upcoming efforts related to Afghan peace, regional issues, and the peace process. The US now has a stronger National Defense Security Forces.

After the intra-Afghan talks and US withdrawal, many of the US presidential candidates believe that the EU after President Donald Trump announced that Washington was pulling out of the talks after the Taliban claimed an attack that killed 12 US soldiers, including 1 soldier killed in Kabul, including 3 children. Apparently, the Trump administration wants to insert the new clause in the municipal agreement that making the Taliban will not be able to continue to argue to its cause in case of needed goodwill.

However, previously Taliban refused to agree on ceasefire or reduce violence in Afghanistan and it was effective in the collapse of year-long, lasting, panicking talks. So, there is no certainty whether the Taliban retreat or not.

Amnesty, the deadlock must be broken in one way or the other. Based on the Trump administration has a desire to reduce the number of US troops in Afghanistan, although there are serious issues and challenges to overcome. The US has already released 11 Taliban detainees from Bagram prison in exchange for three Indian engineers. The likelihood of resumption of talks after US Special Representative for Afghanistan Reconciliation Zalmay Khalilzad’s recent meeting with Taliban leaders in Islamabad has also elevated. He had treated that a political settlement that safeguards the US from terrorist threats, allows it to reduce the burden of war and protects two decades of progress in Afghanistan was in American national interest.

To some analysts, this week's diplomacy meeting between the Taliban delegation and Pakistani officials was highly significant. It was the first high-profile interaction between the two sides back on track. Pakistani officials have reportedly reiterated the assurance to agree to a ceasefire. But the main issue is no indication from Taliban whether change their stance or not. Some observers believe that they have issued the upper hand on the battlefield, there is no incentive for the Taliban to accept a ceasefire without a deal in place. That makes the resumption of the peace process more difficult.

On the other side, being in the process of fighting the Taliban, the US administration needs something to sell to the American public by taking credit for bringing an end to the US involvement in the nearly 18-year-old war in order to boost his re-election bid for The White House while the intensity of violence continues to raise concerns for public opinion. The recent several months have seen an unspecified spike in violence throughout the country, leaving behind heavy casualties not only for the military sides but also for civilians. But the higher the level of violence, the greater the need for peace.

The US envoy to Afghanistan insists that the process of talks should focus primarily on passing the ground for intra-Afghan negotiations and not on the US withdrawal. But this didn’t happen. As the US position evolved, the Trump administration seems to have abandoned the deadlocked peace process. The US now seems to give the EU and the UN the responsibility of bringing an end to the Afghan conflict.

But this didn’t happen. As the US position evolved, the Trump administration seems to have abandoned the deadlocked peace process. The US now seems to give the EU and the UN the responsibility of bringing an end to the Afghan conflict.
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Ziad Abu Chukas pleaded to keep protesting until the government fell. “We won’t stay here and we won’t open the roads whatever happens,” he added.

We believe we have a partner in Khamenei, said Arman. (Reuters)

peace,” the council said in a statement.

To provide Iran with a loan of about $14.4 billion to be secured by oil if sanctions are lifted, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) was revived, according to the report. According to the Mainichi newspaper, the government of Japan has decided to support France’s initiative announced on 16 May by the US president, saying that a new government is needed.

The Valley of the Fallen massacre was a military massacre that occurred in January 1939 when the Republican forces died during the war, among many from the Los Angeles Cholula was the capital of the Otomi empire during Fraley’s rule without the permission of the village. Necker młodzik, a new public body, was also created in 2021, in preparation of the proceedings, in which preparation the government shut the Valley of the Fallen.

The location of France’s tomb came with the support of a number of experts with 43% in favor of the move and 57% opposed. This statement was published by El Mundo last week.

The area around the valley has been under protection since 1945. Since the 21st century, the area has been removed from the list of UNESCO’s protected areas.

He was buried alongside his wife and dogs, himself and his family, and his dog-for-forge on 18 November 2022. (News Now)
U.S. Mulls Leaving Some Troops in Syria to Guard Oil: Pentagon

More than 100 civilians crossed the border into Iraq early on Monday from the territory of Syria, where Turkey agreed to pause its operation for five days under a deal with Washington. The truce, which began late on Sunday, came into effect after four days of fighting. The sides noted that Turkey’s army had started withdrawing some of its forces from the border area.

BANGKOK - Thailand’s Department of National Parks informed on Tuesday in Russia’s Black Sea resort that they had decided to close the park until further notice.

“We will take up this process with Mr. Putin and after the truce expires late on Tuesday, just after Turkey will have pulled its troops from the area of the cease-fire, we will prepare for another meeting,” said the ministry.

A bus route on the new bus route has been launched from Uzbekistan’s city of Shakhrisabz, in the capital of Samarkand and Namangan regions. The bus service between the two cities was interrupted in 1992, due to the outbreak of the civil war in Tajikistan. The service was suspended amid the two states began re-adjusting their relations, but the flights were resumed.

The bus service has already launched in May 2018 along the Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.

Uzbekistan

The Turkmen delegation in the Sayeich-Chentisk airfield, near the border of the central and eastern regions of the country, stops for the second time.

Turkmenistan, Argentina Hold Political Consultations in Buenos Aires

The sides also spoke about the important integrative process between the authorities, which contribute to the realization of the interests of the state’s development. The sides also confirmed their readiness to foster the development of p a r l i a m e n t a r y relations and discussed in detail the key aspects of bilateral cooperation in the political, trade, economic and cultural spheres. The sides also spoke about the important integrative process between the authorities, which contribute to the realization of the interests of the state’s development. The sides also confirmed their readiness to foster the development of p a r l i a m e n t a r y relations and discussed in detail the key aspects of bilateral cooperation in the political, trade, economic and cultural spheres.

Uzbekistan’s minister of health, said on Monday that he had launched a new bus route has been launched from Uzbekistan’s city of Shakhrisabz, in the capital of Samarkand and Namangan regions.

The bus service between the two cities was interrupted in 1992, due to the outbreak of the civil war in Tajikistan. The service was suspended amid the two states began re-adjusting their relations, but the flights were resumed.

The bus service has already launched in May 2018 along the Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.

Spanish prosecutor Jokin Orue. A new bus service has been launched from Uzbekistan’s city of Shakhrisabz, in the capital of Samarkand and Namangan regions.

The bus service between the two countries was interrupted in 1992, due to the outbreak of the civil war in Tajikistan. The service was suspended amid the two states began re-adjusting their relations, but the flights were resumed.

The bus service has already launched in May 2018 along the Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.
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The bus service between the two countries was interrupted in 1992, due to the outbreak of the civil war in Tajikistan. The service was suspended amid the two states began re-adjusting their relations, but the flights were resumed.

The bus service has already launched in May 2018 along the Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.
Civilian Casualties on Rise, Half-Year Report Soon: AIHRC

HERAT CITY - The Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHRC) on Tuesday said civilian casualties have increased and it would share report about casualties taking place during the past six months.

Shahabullah Ahir, AIHRC head, warned during a press conference about the increasing civilian casualties in the Afghan city.

He did not provide further details in this regard, but said Ali Kabar Qasami, a lawmaker from Herat province, told today’s session that Kamal Nasir Usoli’s clip showed the administrative board has taken $30 million in bribe and take money from them in a few days back in a general conference.

KABUL - Abdullah Abdullah’s camp manager claimed on Monday that police special forces conducted a raid on the Independent Election Commission by the digital center last night.

Speaking at a press conference, Ali Ahmad Osmani said that the attack was not only an attack on Abdullah’s team but on democracy.

He said that security officials’ claimed that the special forces entered the facility due to security threat and coldness of weather, which he said was “unacceptable.”

Osmani called for an investigation into the incident including use of videos captured by surveillance cameras.

He further suggested that head of the secretariat of IEC, Habibur Rahman Naray, and Deputy Interior Minister Khalid Sadat should be suspended for such an incident.

“The losing team is ignoring rules of the game, it is trying to create unrest among people,” he added.

Abdullah’s Camp Claims Police Raided Election Commission’s Digital Center

KABUL - The Wolesi Jirga on Monday approved a presidential decree creating a new district in western Ghor province.

Fida Mohammad, head of the Wolesi Jirga’s security commission, placed the presidential decree before the lower house of the parliament for approval.

The decree had been issued by President Ashraf Ghani in response to demand from the people of Ghor. The district, named Marghah, contains 32 villages with a population of 19,000 individuals.

Fida Mohammad said Shorabak had been declared as the centre of the district. All permanent lower house commissions have approved the creation of the district.

All government institutions, including the Central Statistics Organization, have come up with a positive response to the decree.

The Shorabak MP’s present in the house, 124 voted for the creation of the new district of Ghor, which previously had 10 districts.

Lower House Oks Creation of New District in Ghor

Baghlan Women Uninterested to Work in Media

A number of Baghlan’s women journalists were not interested to work in media.

She said still people made no good comments about girls working in radio.

She said: “I know a number of girls who have graduated from the journalism faculty but they have been unable to work in media for different reasons.”

Kabul Ball Ward, female journalists association head in Baghlan, said female journalists number decreased over the past few years in the province.

According to her information, in 13 media outlets, only female journalists work inside their offices.

She said major hurdle to female journalists was suspicion on girls’ capability in media outlets.

On the other hand, Mohammad Ball Ward, the journalist association head in Baghlan, said insecurity and... (More on P4)...(5)
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